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This paper presents an exploratory type of study aimed to understand the implementations of the 4Ps 
of the marketing mix in traditional Balinese waroengs.The study was conducted in Denpasar and 
Gianyar, Bali. Waroengs that provide only Balinese traditional culinary in Bali has been growing 
rapidly. This growth may relate to the trend of busy lifestyle the locals has been increasingly adopting. 
This phenomenon is likely to also generate the tendency of the people not to always eat at home. While 
there are options to dine out at some modern fast-food restaurants, the traditional Balinese foods 
served at waroengs seemed to be preferable for most of the locals.  Interviews with Balinese waroeng 
owners and managers found that mostly the waroengs were traditionally managed. That is, the 
majority of the management of this type of business did not adopt any professional business and 
strategic marketing, including the marketing mix. However, interestingly, among other Ps, “product” 
was in fact carefully considered in the beginning of their businesses which believed as the main factor 
to sustain their business. Discussion, implementations, and directions for future research are 
discussed. 
 




 In this 21st century, business in all sectors need to be alert and responsive to the continued changes of 
business environment and to focus on customer satisfaction (Kotler, 2005). This need is essential for any 
business in order to sustain, especially in a tight market competition. With the increasing supply and customer 
being more critical and demanding, many businesses including those operate within the food service field have 
competed to remain in the business.    
 Despite the challenge and high competition in the market place, the food service type of business in Bali 
has shown a dramatical growth. The development of food service have been identified with the increasing 
mobility of modern people (Kusumah, 2011). That is, in this era, people tend to leave home early and come back 
late because of work. This tendency has been evident for people living in a city mainly due to the heavy traffic 
on the way to and from work. As such, eating outside home has become a favorable alternative especially for the 
people living in a city. Indeed, eating outside has become a life style. This phenomenon has attracted local, 
national, and international investors to become players in this type of business. As such, it is not surprising that 
a number of food service outlets were open to provide foods and drinks. 
 With a considerably large number of businesses in the food service area, competition seems inevitable. 
Managers or business owners are pushed by this condition to set a strategic plan to operate their businesses and 
implement marketing strategies to attract customers. One of the famous marketing tool is the so called 
Marketing Mix that combines four elements which are product, price, place, and promotion. It has been arguable 
both within the academic an business practice that it is important for business managers or owners to decide the 
right four elements to run their businesses. While the marketing mix has gained considerable attention from 
prominent scholars not much study have been conducted in the context of small enterprises. Similarly, from the 
practical point of view, while there have been a wide use of marketing mix as part of marketing strategy, it may 
seem that this tool is used only by middle to large business. Thus, how it is implemented by local, traditional, 
and small enterprises has been questionable. In other words, how this tool is useful for the small enterprises? 
That is, whether such business need this tool to start up and operate their business. How does the right 
implementation of this marketing tool affect the business volume of small enterprises? Which of the four P is 
the most important for such business? As an attempt to answer these questions, a preliminary exploratory type 
of study was conducted. More specifically, this study aimed to understand how do the management of 
traditional Balinese waroengs implement the 4 Ps of the marketing mix to run their business? The rationale of 
using traditional Balinese waroengs is because the growth of waroengs have been considerably high in Bali that 
it cannot be neglected as part of the food service player in the culinary market. 
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 The remaining of this paper presents an overview of marketing literature and short introduction of what 




This section overview literature related to this study which are 4Ps of the marketing mix and waroengs.  
 
The 4Ps of marketing mix 
 Marketing mix is one of the marketing strategies used to make business decisions related to four elements: 
product, price, place, and promotion. Swastha and Irawan (2000) noted that marketing mix is a combination of 
variables used by marketers to fulfill the needs and wants of the customers. Research conducted by prominent 
scholars have documented the importance of marketing mix to the success of a business (Panjaitan, 2011) which 
has been useful for marketers or managers or business owners in a wide variety of business type. Moreover, 
research has dedicated on how the implementation of marketing mix  relate to or affect customers‘ decision to 
buy (see for example Panjaitan, 2011). The four elements of the 4Ps are factors that can be controlled by 
marketers or managers (Kotler, 2005).  
 
Product 
 Product is the first element in the marketing mix. According to Kotler (2005), product is something that is 
offered to customers to satisfy the needs and wants of customers. Products are divided into goods or 
manufactured products and service. There are differences between the two types of products. The unique 
characteristics of service have mainly differentiate service from manufactured product. Service is characterized 
as intangible, heterogeneous, perishable, and spontaneously produced and consumed. Whereas manufactured 
product is tangible, standardized or uniformized, can be stocked or stored, and the production and consumption 
does not occur at the same time.  
Despite the difference in term of characteristic, the good quality of manufactured products and service products 
should be maintained in order to satisfy customers. Especially in a tight competition and increasing critical and 
knowledgeable customers, marketers or managers need to ensure that customers are served or provided a high 




 Price is the amount of money paid in exchange to a product or service (Kotler & Amstrong, 2008; Swasta & 
Irawan, 2000). In other words, product is a value given to a product. There are several methods to set the price. 
The simplest way to do so is by calculating the cost price and profit wanted. In the market place, business 
organizations may compete only in terms of price. For a price driven customer, a slight difference such as $1, 
may make he or she turns into competitors.  
 
Place 
 Place refers to the location of the business. One of the marketing theory stated that the key to success of a 
business is location, location, and location. This statement noted the importance of the location of a business. 
This element have also been interpreted as distribution channel. Kotler (2005) defined distribution channel as an 
organizations involved in the production of product or service. For example, travel agency or tour operator is 
one of the distribution channels of a hotel. 
 
Promotion 
 Kotler and Keller (2001) defined promotion as the creative effort of a business to communicate its product 
to potential customers. Through this communication, managers or marketers can persuade potential customers to 
buy their products. There are several medias business can use to promote their products such as newspaper, tv, 
website, and many more. 
 
What is waroeng? 
 
 Research focusing on marketing or management in Indonesia has been conducted in the context of waroeng 
(eg., Panjaitan, 2011; Kusumah, 2011). However, almost no research has stated or introduced the definition of 
waroeng. The term waroeng is in fact an old spelling. This term was gradually slightly changed into warung. 
However, many business still use the old spelling of wareongs especially to refer to authenticity or to 
demonstrate an old times ambience or atmosphere. According to the Dictionary of, waroeng or warung is s a 
type of small family-owned business often a casual shop, a modest small restaurant or cafe in Indonesia and to a 
lesser extent, Malaysia. A warung is an essential part of daily life in Indonesia. 
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Although there are increasing number of fast food restaurants which are nationally or internationally known, the 
growth of waroeng offering traditional Balinese food and drinks in Bali has been evident. As presented earlier, 
this growth may relate to the locals‘ trend of eating outside home. Although there are more and more Balinese 
people opening waroengs of this type which means there are more choices to customers, it seems that this 
phenomenon does not imply that customers become more selective to choose where to eat. That is, having a 
wide range of waroengs selections, customers seem not to decide to eat only at a good waroeng. If a waroeng is 
full of customers, a potential customer simply decide to eat somewhere else. In other words, the competition 
among waroengs seem not to be very tight as each has its own share. Perhaps, it is because of each waroeng 
provides similar foods and drinks which are not too different in term of taste. 
 
Research Method  
 
 This study was an exploratory type of research in its nature. The main purpose was to elicit understanding 
on the implementations of the marketing mix, ―4Ps‖, in the operations of traditional Balinese waroeng in Bali. 
Observations and interview with owners or persons in charge at several waroengs were used as the method to 
collect data. The analysis was conducted manually using descriptive method. 
 
Findings and discussion 
 
 This exploratory study found that the majority of waroengs under study did not in particular put the 4Ps into 
practice. Although the owners or persons in charge agreed the importance and usefulness of the marketing mixto 
the profitability and sustainability of their business, they explained that they prefer to run the business in 
traditional ways such as using, intuition and hard work. Perhaps, at certain degree, this preference may be 
influenced by the level of education and culture or the mind set.   
 
Product 
 The traditional food service market in Bali has been continuously growing. There are many new outlets for 
this type of foods, set in a modest ambience and architecture. Despite there are many modern food as well as 
fast food, the traditional ones remain in favour. Perhaps, the foods and drinks consistently suit the taste for the 
locals. High demand of the traditional food has been continuing in the majority of waroengs involved in this 
study. This phenomenon can be seen from the crowds occur in these waroengs during all seasons. Interestingly, 
the service provided did not seem to be an issue. That is, customers did not consider or require a high level of 
service. The traditional Balinese food includes jajanan Bali or Balinese cake such as laklak, pisang rai, lukis, 
kelepon; main dish such as pecel, plecing, jukut undis, sudang lepet, bulung; and side dish such as rujak and 
kolek or bubuh. For drinks, there are choices of es kelapa muda, es daluman, es cendol, and many more.  
 
Price 
 It was found that price was not so much an influential factor to increase business volume. On one side, the 
waroengs set prices based on the managers or owners‘ rational. That is, they calculate the selling price based on 
the cost price and consider certain percentages for profit. Perhaps, in their mind, customers keep assuming that 
traditional food is somewhat cheap although, in fact, customers pay more than they normally do at other 
restaurants or food outlets. It was observed that in many cases, customers seemed surprised when they came to 
the cashier to settle their bills because of the price they paid. However, they justified and judged that they have 
consumed various foods as to agree about the price they paid and would not think not to revisit.  
 
Place  
 For almost all cases, ‗place‘ seemed to be an element of the 4Ps that gained almost no attention. That is, the 
owners did not put considerable attention on where the outlet should be build. In fact, many of the waroengs 
were located in the houses of the owners. What may come to their consideration was that the location at least 
can be reached by motor bike. Balinese waroengs are operated in many places throughout the city, from big 
street in the central location to the small lanes in the middle of people houses. It was also observed that there are 
several waroengs located at hidden places. 
 
Promotion 
 An interesting part of this study was the findings about the types of promotion activity conducted by 
Balinese traditional waroengs to increase their business volume. This study revealed that there were almost no 
specific promotion activities undertaken. The majority of the small business in the Balinese food service field, 
depended on the proactive and voluntarily efforts of their customers to speak and spread out about the products. 
At the very least, the management of Balinese waroengs place a few directions or signs near their business areas 
to guide customers particularly if the location was not easy to access.  
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In summary, this study found that among the four Ps, only one P, that is, ‗product‘ was considered important by 
the owners or persons in charge of the waroengs under investigation. This finding suggests that focus was given 
more or even only on how to create a good quality product that is likely to advertise and speak for itself to other 
potential customers. At this case, product refer to the presentation and tastes of the traditional Balinese food 
served. This finding partly supported the work of Kusumah (2011) in terms of the importance of product in the 




 This study was conducted as a preliminary stage of a larger study on the influence of 4Ps on the 
profitability and sustainability of traditional Balinese waroengs. This initial study was exploratory in its nature 
which was aimed to elicit understanding of how the 4Ps were implemented in the waroengs businesses in Bali. 
 The contribution this study provides was in the form of enhancing the current knowledge of the marketing 
mix. That is, although the marketing mix has been adopted for years by many national and international 
companies, it was not fully practiced in the Balinese traditional waroengs. Findings of this study showed that 
among the 4Ps, only ‗product‘ was considered important to run such businesses. In other words,  the waroengs 
management consider ―product‖ as the only element to increase their business. Nevertheless, further study will 
continue to quantitatively examine which of the 4Ps are the most important P for waroeng business. Future 
study may also include the other 3 Ps thus, use the concept of 7Ps instead of only 4Ps. Moreover, future study 
may expand the research scope, perhaps into modern or fast food restaurants. Next, future study may examine 
how customers view the importance of each element in the 4Ps in order to decide their ‗intention to buy‘ 
behavior, in the setting of waroeng businesses. 
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